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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

(1) a. Alice knows that/whether she should invite Tom.
b. Alice believes that/*whether she should invite Tom.
c. Alice wonders *that/whether she should invite Tom.

A shared goal
Explain these patterns by appealing more to general semantic
properties of attitude reports, less to lexical selection:

factivity → Xthat, Xwhether Egré (2008)

change of state → Xthat, Xwhether White and Rawlins (2018)

neg-raising → Xthat, *whether Zuber (1982), a.o.

non-veridicality & preferentiality → Xthat, *whether
Uegaki and Sudo (2019)
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Predictive power:
New neg-raising verb ⇒ incompatible with questions.

Problematic for the predictions?
‘Think’ is neg-raising:

(2) Alice doesn’t think that she should invite Tom.
 Alice thinks that she shouldn’t invite Tom.

But examples are found where it combines with questions:

(3) a. People will have to think whether they want four more
years of that. (White, 2021)

b. Alice was thinking whether she should invite Tom.
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

While ‘think wh-’ is attested, we all agree that (4b) is deviant.

(4) a. Alice was thinking whether she should invite Tom.
b. #Alice thinks whether she should invite Tom.

So we have something to explain.

This talk:

Core generalization:

‘Think wh-’ is necessarily dynamic.
No such requirement for ‘think that.’

One and a half puzzles: (further discussion points)

The ‘that to whether’ entailment
The neg-raising generalization

A way of linking clause type and lexical aspect:
Let embedded clause denotations structure attitude events.
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Think wh- must be dynamic
Think that can be stative or dynamic

Question embedding and lexical aspect
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Think wh- must be dynamic
Think that can be stative or dynamic

Core generalization

� Think wh- necessarily describes a dynamic eventuality.

� Think that may describe a state or a dynamic eventuality.

Think wh- is attested.
But we did not have a general characterization of when.
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Think wh- must be dynamic
Think that can be stative or dynamic

States and events
Vendler 1957, a.m.o

Verb phrases describe different kinds of eventualities and fall into
different ‘lexical aspectual’ categories.

States ≈ think that

(5) Dani likes/#is liking snails.

Activities and accomplishments ≈ think wh- & think that

(6) Kim is examining/#examines a patient.

These are properties of verbs and their arguments or modifiers.

(7) Floris drank beer/the beer.

Hence:
Aspectual properties of think + its clausal complements.
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Think wh- must be dynamic
Think that can be stative or dynamic

Think wh- must be dynamic
The present simple and the progressive

The progressive of think wh- describes an ongoing event.

(8) Jo is thinking whether she should invite Kim.

Present simple think wh- does not describe an ongoing state.

(9) #Jo thinks whether she should invite Kim.

Dynamic predicates in the present simple receive special
interpretations. So does think wh-.

(10) She thinks whether she should invite him to her parties.

(11) Jo sits down.
She thinks whether she should invite Kim.
She picks up the phone to call her. 3 events
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Think wh- must be dynamic
Think that can be stative or dynamic

Think wh- must be dynamic
Narrative progression

Dynamic predicates in the simple past move narration forward.

(12) Jo sat down.
She thought whether she should invite Kim.
She picked up the phone to call her. 3 events

Stative predicates provide background information.

(13) Jo sat down.
She knew whether she should invite Kim.
She picked up the phone to call her. 2 events ok

(14) Jo sat down.
She thought that she should invite Kim.
She picked up the phone to call her. 2 events ok
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Think wh- must be dynamic
Think that can be stative or dynamic

Think that can be stative or dynamic

Present simple think that may describe an ongoing state.

(15) Jo thinks that she should invite Kim.

The progressive of think that may describe an ongoing event.

(16) Jo is worriedly thinking that Tom Cotton might win in
2024.
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Think wh- must be dynamic
Think that can be stative or dynamic

Solving the distribution problem for think

Core generalization

� Think wh- necessarily describes a dynamic eventuality.

� Think that may describe a state or a dynamic eventuality.

How does the acceptability of think wh- ‘depend on aspect’?

(17) a. Jo is thinking whether she should invite Kim.
b. #Jo thinks whether she should invite Kim.

The hypothesis:
“Think wh- must be dynamic.”
Independent facts about tense and grammatical aspect.

∴ Xbe thinking wh- & #thinks wh-
Prediction:
Think wh- only occurs in frames that host dynamic predicates,
with the meanings that dynamic predicates have in that frame.
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Think wh- must be dynamic
Think that can be stative or dynamic

Summing up and moving on

Embedded questions force ‘think’ to describe dynamic eventualities.
But this is not a general fact about embedded questions.
‘Know,’ ‘remember,’ etc., may embed questions and remain stative.

But there are other verbs like ‘think.’

(18) a. Travis imagines that dragons might invade WI.
b. #Travis imagines whether dragons might invade WI.
c. Travis is imagining whether dragons might invade WI.

Other languages for think:

Russian, Spanish, Turkish
German (denken vs. nachdenken), French (penser vs. réfléchir)

If it’s not think, one might expect to find other verbs for which
the pattern holds. (See Grohne (2016) for German.)
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

‘That to whether’ entailment
Neg-raising and lexical aspect

Two puzzles: ‘that to whether’ and neg-raising
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

‘That to whether’ entailment
Neg-raising and lexical aspect

An unexpected meaning alternation
Egré 2008, Spector & Egré 2015, Roelofsen & Uegaki 2020

A venerable query:
“What is the relation between Jverb wh-K and Jverb thatK?”

Part of an answer:
At least the that-to-whether entailment (a universal?):

(19) a. Alice is remembering that she should invite Tom.
⇒

b. Alice is remembering whether she should invite Tom.

Think doesn’t give rise to the that-to-whether entailment:

(20) a. Alice is thinking that she should invite Tom.
6⇒

b. Alice is thinking whether she should invite Tom.
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

‘That to whether’ entailment
Neg-raising and lexical aspect

Think is a shmesponsive: belief ∼ curiosity
Spector & Egré 2015: *Shmesponsives; cf. Elliott et al. 2017, Hara 2018, Roberts 2018

No that-to-whether entailment because:

(20) a. Alice thinks/is thinking that she should invite Tom.
⇒ belief

b. Alice is thinking whether she should invite Tom.
⇒ agnosticism & curiosity

Verb Complement type

that p whether p

know belief belief
think belief curiosity
wonder — curiosity

Japanese daroo and Estonian
mõtlema come close (Q&A).
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

‘That to whether’ entailment
Neg-raising and lexical aspect

Neg(ation)-raising

S doesn’t verb that p  S verbs that not p

Diagnostics

Inferential

(21) a. Kim doesn’t think that Jo is coming.
 Kim thinks that Jo isn’t coming.

b. Kim doesn’t claim that Jo is coming.
6 Kim claims that Jo isn’t coming.

Cross-clausal strict NPI licensing

(22) a. Kim doesn’t think that Jo is coming until tonight.
b. Kim doesn’t claim that Jo is coming (*until tonight).

Here, ‘think’ is neg-raising and stative.
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

‘That to whether’ entailment
Neg-raising and lexical aspect

A link between neg-raising and anti-rogativity
Zuber (1982), Mayr (2019), Theiler et al. (2019), cf. White (2021)

Neg-raising and question embedding
If a verb is neg-raising, it is anti-rogative.

‘Think’ is neg-raising and compatible with questions.

So. . . does ‘think’ falsify this generalization?

No.
See White (2021) for a yes-leaning view.

Descriptively, think has two guises:

one stative, neg-raising & incompatible with questions,
one dynamic, non neg-raising & compatible with questions.

Stative think obeys the generalization.
The generalization is silent about dynamic think.
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

‘That to whether’ entailment
Neg-raising and lexical aspect

A link between neg-raising and lexical aspect
Prince (1976), Horn (1978), Bervoets (2014, 2020)

We need to show that dynamic ‘think’ is not neg-raising.

Neg-raising and aspect
If an attitude predicate is neg-raising, it is stative.

≡
If an attitude predicate is dynamic, it is not neg-raising.

Predicates that have both a stative and a dynamic guise:

can be neg-raising when stative,
can’t be neg-raising when dynamic.

(23) When she got on the bus,

a. *Kim wasn’t thinking that she had called Jo in years.
b. Kim was thinking that she hadn’t called Jo in years.
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

‘That to whether’ entailment
Neg-raising and lexical aspect

Putting the argument together

Dynamic attitude predicates can’t be neg-raising.

Think is necessarily dynamic when it embeds questions.
∴ Think isn’t neg-raising when it embeds questions.

Why does this argument have to be so indirect?

We can’t directly observe neg-raising with questions.

We can’t independently observe the excluded-middle
presupposition, which derives neg-raising.

A promising lead for a direct test: Coordination (appendix)
(Qing and Roelofsen, 2021)
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Preliminaries
Thinking that and whether

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Desiderata
Preliminaries
Thinking that and whether

Empirical landscape and desiderata

declarative question

stative thinks that —
dynamic be thinking that be thinking wh-

Attitude related entailments
Kim is thinking that p → K believes p
Kim is thinking whether p → K is agnostic & curious about p

Event related entailments:
Focus on: Obligatory dynamicity with questions.

***

Assume available definitions for stative ‘think (that).’
Mayr (2019); Theiler et al. (2019)

Ambiguity not ideal, but can be motivated & makes data tractable.
Two explanations for the gap for now (—): Discussion.
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Desiderata
Preliminaries
Thinking that and whether

Preliminaries
A uniform semantics for clausal embedding Ciardelli et al. (2018), a.o.

invite(j, k) ¬invite(j, k)
rain w1 w2

¬rain w3 w4

Declaratives and questions both denote sets of propositions

Jthat Jo invites KimK = {{w1,w3}}↓ (st)t

Jwhether Jo invites KimK = {{w1,w3}, {w2,w4}}↓ (st)t

Declarative denotations have a single maximal element.
Question denotations (typically) have more than one.
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Desiderata
Preliminaries
Thinking that and whether

Preliminaries
Doxastic states Hintikka (1962), a.o.

invite(j, k) ¬invite(j, k)
rain w1 w2

¬rain w3 w4

Doxastic states
DOX(x,w) = {w : w is compatible with x’s beliefs at w}

(24) “Jo believes that she should invite Kim” is true iff

DOX(j,w1) ∈ {{w1,w3}}↓
DOX(j,w1) ⊆ {w1,w3} DOX(x,w): st

DOX is not enough for inquisitive attitudes, like ‘wonder’.
Context: DOX(j,w1) = DOX(c,w1)

(25) Jo wonders whether she should invite Kim.
6= Chloé wonders whether Jo should invite Kim.
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Desiderata
Preliminaries
Thinking that and whether

Preliminaries
Inquisitive states Ciardelli et al. (2018), a.o.

invite(j, k) ¬invite(j, k)
rain w1 w2

¬rain w3 w4

Inquisitive states, relativized to eventualities
INQ(x, e) = {p : p satisfies x’s curiosity at e} (st)t

with
⋃
INQ(x, e) = DOX(x, e)

(26) “Jo wonders whether she should invite Kim” is true only if

INQ(j, e) ⊆ Jwhether Jo invites KimK
INQ(j, e) ⊆ {{w1,w3}, {w2,w4}}↓ for some e

Deciding on invite(j, k) or on ¬invite(j, k) satisfies Jo’s curiosity.
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Desiderata
Preliminaries
Thinking that and whether

Thinking that
An entertain verb Hara (2018), Uegaki and Roelofsen (2018)

invite(j, k) ¬invite(j, k)
rain w1 w2

¬rain w3 w4

(27) JthinkK = λP(st)t.λxe.λev.INQ(x, e) ⊆ P ∧ . . .
1st out of 2 conjuncts

Let P = Jthat Jo should invite KimK
= {{w1,w3}}↓

(28) “Jo is thinking that she should invite Kim” entails belief

INQ(j, e0) ⊆ {{w1,w3}}↓
⇔ DOX(j, e0) ∈ {{w1,w3}}↓
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Desiderata
Preliminaries
Thinking that and whether

Thinking whether
An entertain verb Hara (2018), Uegaki and Roelofsen (2018)

invite(j, k) ¬invite(j, k)
rain w1 w2

¬rain w3 w4

(27) JthinkK = λP(st)t.λxe.λev.INQ(x, e) ⊆ P ∧ . . .

Let P = Jwhether Jo should invite KimK
= {{w1,w3}, {w2,w4}}↓

(29) “Jo is thinking whether she should invite Kim” entails
curiosity

INQ(j, e0) ⊆ {{w1,w3}, {w2,w4}}↓

This is compatible with agnosticism. Take:
INQ(j, e0) = {{w1}, {w2}, {}} (so DOX(j, e0) = {w1,w2})
‘Compatible with’ is strengthened to ‘entails’ in Özyıldız (2021).
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Desiderata
Preliminaries
Thinking that and whether

Dynamicity from second conjunct
Capturing the dynamicity of think wh- cf. Rawlins (2013), Grohne (2017)

Structuring the thinking eventuality with clause denotations:

(27)′ JthinkK = λP(st)t.λxe.λev.INQ(x, e) ⊆ P∧
∀p : p ∈ alts(P) : ∃e′ v e : attend(e′, x,p)

where alts(P) = maximal subsets of P

think whether she should. . .
P = {{w1,w3}, {w2,w4}}↓

� Take DOX = {w1,w2}
� alts(P) = {{w1,w3}, {w2,w4}}
� x attends to altyes
x attends to altno

think that she should. . .
P = {{w1,w3}}↓

� DOX ⊆ {w1,w3}
� alts(P) = {w1,w3}
� x attends to altyes
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Desiderata
Preliminaries
Thinking that and whether

How have we derived a dynamic predicate?
Non-divisive reference Krifka (1989), Champollion and Krifka (2016)

Take an event e that satisfies:

JJo think whether she should invite KimK

e has subevents:

e1 where Jo attends to invite(j, k),
e2 where Jo attends to ¬invite(j, k)

But e1 doesn’t have subevents like e2 (and vice versa).1

⇒ Subevents of e do not satisfy the original predicate.
The predicate is dynamic.

1With appropriate assumptions on the event predicate ‘attend.’
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Desiderata
Preliminaries
Thinking that and whether

Concluding remarks

Lexical aspect interacts with:

the distribution and interpretation of embedded clauses, and
‘logical’ inferences associated with attitude reports (like
neg-raising).

and can shed light on both, especially in how they interact.

Classes of verbs:

robustly stative, even with wh-: ‘know’
flexibly stative with wh-: ‘remember’
not stative with wh-: ‘think’
Why? Incorporating presupposition.

How to understand seemingly ‘free’ stative ∼ dynamic
alternations?
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Question embedding and lexical aspect
Two puzzles

Towards a definition of dynamic ‘think’

Desiderata
Preliminaries
Thinking that and whether

Capitaine Haddock thinking whether he should sleep with his beard
over the covers.
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References

Comparison with other alternations

(30) a. Alice was thinking whether she should invite Tom.
b. #Alice thinks whether she should invite Tom.

This state of affairs looks familiar:

(31) a. Alice is ?(not) sure whether she should invite Tom.
b. Alice {*believes, couldn’t believe} who she had to

invite.

But it is different:

Composing ‘sure’ and ‘believe’ would ordinarily lead to
ungrammaticality, but the effect is obviated by negation (+
modal). Mayr (2019); Roberts (2019)
For ‘think,’ general facts about the meaning of [V CP] and tense
aspect marking determine the environments where ‘think wh-’ is
observable, and with what meaning.

2 / 10



The preposition

(32) It took Katia an hour to think (about) who she should
invite.

a. with ‘about’: inchoative
b. without ‘about’: culminative

Material in embedded clause

(33) #Katia was thinking whether she {?invited, should invite}
Petr.
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References

‘that conj whether’ and neg-raising
Qing and Roelofsen (2021)

(34) not consider that p: neg-raising
The committee did not consider John because they did
not consider that he had made significant contributions to
the field.

(35) not consider that p or whether q: not neg-raising
The committee did not consider John because they did
not consider that he had made significant contributions to
the field or whether his research had broader impacts.

(36) Applying the test to ‘think’

a. ?I didn’t think what could happen or that it would rain.
b. *I didn’t think what could happen or that it would rain

until tonight.

Q: Conjoining an eventive and a stative guise of the same verb? 4 / 10
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A second way of neutralizing the neg-raising inference
Unopinionated contexts Bartsch (1973) via Gajewski (2005) & Theiler et al. (2019)

(37) Context
Brutus doesn’t know who killed Caesar. He isn’t even sure
whether or not Brutus and Caesar lived at the same time.
So, naturally. . .

Bill doesn’t think that Brutus killed Caesar.
6 Bill thinks that Brutus didn’t kill Caesar.

(38) Same context
#Bill doesn’t think whether Brutus killed Caesar.

Relations between the dynamic and the contextual ways out of NR?

Cases like (38) fall under the aspect-based generalization.
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A worry for the neg-raising → stative generalization?
Pair from White (2021)

(39) a. I was thinking whether there was a way to[. . . ]help
more than one person.

b. I wasn’t thinking there was a way to help more than
one person (at a time) until Jo got back from lunch.

prog & licensed NPI → (39b) is dynamic and neg-raising.
Ex. (39a) could very well be neg-raising and question embedding.

But. . . the progressive of (non-interval) statives is sometimes OK:

(40) a. I’m trusting Ricard too. [Survivor S41E04]
b. He’s got everything that a girl’s wantin’

[Hanna Montana]

⇒ Ex. (39b) involves stative ‘think’ and (39a) dynamic ‘think.’
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A worry for the neg-raising → stative generalization?

(41) Context: A surprise knock on the door. It’s Mary, who
was supposed to arrive later that night.
Oh! I wasn’t thinking that you’d arrive until midnight.

(42) Coach Pete DeBoer says he’s not thinking the playoff
dreams are over.
“I don’t feel that way [. . . ]”

7 / 10
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More data on dynamic → not neg-raising

(43) a. I don’t imagine that you’ve been to Paris in years.
b. I’m not imagining that you’ve been to Paris (*in

years).

(44) a. Kim wasn’t imagining that dragons would invade
(*until tomorrow).

b. Kim was imagining that dragons wouldn’t invade
until tomorrow.

(45) a. Amar doesn’t recommend that we leave (until
tomorrow morning).

b. Amar wasn’t recommending that we leave (*until
tomorrow morning). Bervoets (2020)
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Beck and Sharvit (2002)

We have gone through a question’s answers to structure the
thinking eventuality. But shouldn’t we have gone through
subquestions?

(46) a. Jo is thinking who she should invite.
⇔?

b. Jo is thinking whether she should invite Kim, and
Jo is thinking whether she should invite Lea, . . .

Further work:

What are subquestions of polar questions?

How to handle declaratives?
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Mea culpa

Özyıldız (2021) does not acknowledge:

Grohne (2016) on the relationship between lexical aspect and the
distribution of embedded questions,

Grohne (2017): on the relationship between (a)telicity and the
interpretation of embedded questions,

White and Rawlins (2018): on the relationship between lexical
aspect and the distribution of embedded questions,

Prince (1976) discussing Jackendoff (1971): on the relationship
between stativity and neg-raising and Horn (1978) attributing the
same observation to Polly Jacobson.
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